Astaxanthin prevents against lipopolysaccharide-induced acute lung injury and sepsis via inhibiting activation of MAPK/NF-κB
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Abstract: Background: Endotoxin-induced acute inflammatory diseases such as sepsis, mediated by excessive production of various pro-inflammatory cytokines remain the leading cause of mortality in critically ill patients. Lipopolysaccharide (LPS), the characteristic endotoxin found in the outer membrane of Gram-negative bacteria, can induce the innate immunity system and through Mitogen activated protein kinase (MAPK) and Nuclear Factor-κB (NF-κB), increase the production of inflammatory mediators. Astaxanthin (ASX), a xanthophyll carotenoid, exerts beneficial effects against oxidation, inflammation, and cancer. But poor evidence has been reported that whether it has protective effects on LPS-induced injury. This study aims to investigate the effects of ASX on LPS-induced sepsis and acute lung injury and to demonstrate its mechanisms. Methods: Mouse prime macrophage (MPM) challenged with LPS were used for in vitro pharmacological activity and mechanistic studies. Inflammatory facors (tumor necrosis factor-alpha and interleukin-6 levels) in MPM were determined. The mouse models of LPS-induced sepsis and acute lung injury administrated with or without the compound were used for in vivo studies. Results: Pre-treatment of MPM with ASX inhibited MAPK/NF-κB signaling pathway, and attenuated LPS-increased inflammatory factors in vitro. In animal models of LPS-induced sepsis and acute lung injury, administration of ASX significantly improved survival and protected lung injury. Subsequently, ASX was shown to suppress LPS-induced inflammatory factors increase, MAPK phosphorylation, and NF-κB activation in vivo. Conclusions: ASX exerts impressively protective effects on LPS-induced injury in vitro and in vivo. Taken together, it might be used as a potential candidate for clinical sepsis.
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Introduction

Acute inflammatory diseases such as acute lung injury (ALI) and sepsis, which occur as a result of local or systemic inflammation, remain the most common cause of death in intensive care units worldwide [1]. Sepsis and acute lung injury (ALI) is a systemic inflammatory syndrome that is induced by infection and involves damage to multiple organs and tissues [2]. Despite extensive research, profound understanding of ALI pathogenesis and recent advances in therapeutic strategies being trialed, mortality rates from sepsis/ALI remain high at approximately 30% or 40% [3, 4]. Therefore, highly effective pharmacotherapies are required urgently for the treatment of acute inflammatory diseases.

Research efforts in the field of sepsis and ALI have largely focused on the innate immune system and have conceptually viewed sepsis/ALI as a syndrome of hyperinflammation [5]. Increasing evidence indicates that dysregulation of cytokines in acute inflammation is an important step in mediating, amplifying, and perpetuating sepsis/ALI processes [6]. Lipopolysaccharide (LPS), known as a component in the outer membranes of Gram-negative bacteria, can trigger a biological inflammatory response and disrupt the immune function of various organs [7]. Microbial LPS binds to a surface receptor complex consisting of myeloid differentiation 2 (MD2) and toll-like receptor 4 (TLR4) in innate immune cells through ancillary proteins such as LPS-binding protein (LBP) and cluster of differentiation 14 (CD14) [8]. The
LPS-TLR4/MD2 complex activates downstream pro-inflammatory signaling pathways, including the transcription factor nuclear factor kappa-light chain-enhancer of activated B cells (NF-κB) and mitogen activated protein kinases (MAPKs), triggering the production of a variety of inflammatory cytokines. The excessive release of various pro-inflammatory cytokines mainly including tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α), interleukin-6 (IL-6), IL-1β, IL-12 and IL-8 results in the acute cellular and/or organic injury to form sepsis or ALI [9, 10]. Observations strongly suggest that the inflammatory processes occur in association with lung injury, and effective treatment should be given early in the development process of acute inflammatory diseases [11]. Therefore, the development of anti-inflammatory candidates to inhibit the excessive production of cytokines, including IL-6 and TNF-α, has been a promising strategy for the prevention and treatment of sepsis and ALI.

The discovery of novel anti-inflammatory agents derived from natural active products has attracted a lot of attention from medicinal chemists. Astaxanthin (ASX), 3,3’-two hydroxyl-4,4’-two ketone-beta, beta’-carotene, is a terpene unsaturated compound isolated from most of the crustacean and salmon family fish, plants, leaves, flowers, fruits, and Flamingo feathers. It is the most important of terpene unsaturated compound, and is regarded as a potential candidate drug for many diseases [12-15]. Recent studies have shown that ASX has a variety of pharmacological effects against inflammation, oxidation and cardiac damage [16-18]. It’s reported that ASX reduces the pro-inflammatory response and secondary brain injury after SAH, primarily by inhibiting the TLR4 signaling pathway [19]. ASX prevented the inflammatory cells infiltration, decreased free iron deposition, and fibrosis in liver of CCI-administered rats [20]. However, while there has been considerable investigation into these activities, the specific effects of ASX on acute inflammatory disease and the target remain inadequately unclear. In the present study, we investigated the protective effects of ASX and the underlying target on LPS-induced sepsis and ALI model. We found that ASX exerted significant protective effects on LPS-induced sepsis and ALI by inhibiting the production of inflammatory response. The anti-inflammatory property of ASX for the treatment of acute inflammatory diseases was derived from inhibiting MAPK/NF-κB signaling pathway. ASX was found to protect against LPS-induced lung tissue damage and to enhance the survival rate of LPS-challenged mice. Our results suggest that ASX might be a potential agent for the treatment of sepsis and ALI.

Methods

Cells and treatment

According to the methods described in the previous paper, Mouse primary peritoneal macrophage (MPM) were prepared from C57BL/6 mice and cultured in vitro [21]. At 37°C with 5% CO₂, MPM were cultured in DMEM media (Gibco) supplemented with 10% FBS, 100 U/ml penicillin, and 100 mg/ml streptomycin. ASX was dissolved in DMSO solution and added to cells, with the final concentration of DMSO being 0.1%.

Animals

C57BL/6 (B6) mice purchased from the Animal Center of Wenzhou Medical University (Wenzhou, China) weighed 18-22 g. Animals were housed with a 12:12 h light-dark cycle at a constant room temperature, and a standard rodent diet and plenty of water were given. It was not until these animals had to be domesticated in the laboratory for at least 7 days that they were tested.

MTT assay for cell viability

Cells (1×10⁵ cells/mL) were seeded into a 96-well plate and cultured overnight. The cells were pre-treated with various concentrations of ASX ranging from 0 to 200 μM for 1 h. ASX MTT assay was used to determine the number of viable cells (Promega, Madison, WI). MTT dye solution was added into living cells and cultured with cells in CO₂ incubator for 4 hours. Then, measure the absorbance at 490 nm to determine the number of living cells. For consistency, repeated the experiment three times.

siRNA-induced gene silencing

Specific siRNA sequences were used to achieve gene silencing in MPM. NF-κB siRNA was purchased from Gene Pharma Co. LTD. (Shanghai, China). Specific siRNA sequences were 5’-CU-GGAUGACAUCUAACUTT-3’ for mouse NF-κB. According to the manufacturer’s instruction,
Transfection siRNA into MPM was implemented using LipofectAMINE™ 2000 (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA).

**Determination of TNF-α and IL-6**

After treatment, according to the manufacturer’s instructions, the enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) kit (eBioscience, San Diego, CA) was used to determine the levels of TNF-α and IL-6 in the medium.

**Western immunoblot analysis**

After treatment, collect and lyse the cell or lung tissue, then using 10% sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis separate 30 μg of the whole cell lysates and electrophorese them to a nitrocellulose membrane. Each membrane was preincubated for 1 h at room temperature in Tris-buffered saline, pH 7.6, containing 0.05% Tween-20 and 5% nonfat milk. Incubated each membrane with specific antibodies against p-p38, p38, p-JNK, JNK, p-ERK, ERK, IκB, and GAPDH from Cell Signaling (Danvers, MA, USA) and NF-κB p65, LaminB from Santa Cruz Technology (Santa Cruz, CA). Incubating with secondary antibody conjugated with horseradish peroxidase and using enhanced chemiluminescence reagents (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA), then detect immunoreactive bands. Original images for all relevant western blots are presented in Figures S3, S4 and S5.

**LPS-induced inflammatory mortality in B6 mice**

Male C57BL/6 mice were randomly divided into 3 groups, committed Vehicle (n = 10), LPS (n = 10), and LPS + ASX (n = 10). According to the methods described in the previous paper [22], male C57BL/6 mice were given intraperitoneal injection of ASX solution (1 mL, 100 mg/kg) for 1 week, then intratracheal injection of LPS (10 mg/kg). LPS was induced for 6 hours and mice were euthanized with ketamine. Carefully open each animal’s chest and collect BALF. The BALF was centrifuged for 10 minutes at 1000 rpm at 4°C and then the supernatant was collected for subsequent cytokine determination and protein concentration detection.

**Lung wet/dry ratio**

The lung wet/dry weight ratio was determination for observing the pulmonary edema. Collect the middle lobe of right lung and record wet weight. Then the lung was heated for 72 hours at 65°C in a thermostat and weighed to ascertain the lung dry mass levels.

**Histopathological study**

The upper lobe of right lung was fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde and embedded in paraffin, then cut into 5 μm sections. According to standard protocol, hematoxylin and eosin was used to stain the sections which were observed by light microscopy.

**Immunohistochemistry**

Tissue sections (5 μm thickness) were used for immunohistochemistry, deparaffinized in xylene, and using an ethanol gradient hydrated. Repair of antigen with pressure cooker. To block endogenous peroxidase activity, the sections were incubated with 3% H₂O₂ for 10 min, then the sections were sealed in 5% bovine serum albumin (BSA) for 30 minutes and incubated overnight with anti-CD68/anti-TNF-α antibody at 4°C. The second antibody combined with horseradish peroxidase and DAB were used for detection.

**Statistical analysis**

Data are presented as means ± SD. The student’s t test or ANOVA multiple comparisons were used to obtain the statistical significance of differences between groups in GraphPad-Pro5.0 (GraphPad, San Diego, CA). The difference was considered to be significant when p < 0.05. All experiments were repeated at least three times.
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Results

ASX inhibits LPS-induced secretion of pro-inflammatory cytokines in MPM

Initially, we investigated the toxic effects of ASX on RAW264.7 cell survival. Our MTT assay indicated that cell survival did not differ significantly when the cells were pretreated with ASX 0 to 200 μM (Figure 1A). As Figure S1 shown, LPS induced apoptosis of RAW-264.7, but ASX had no obvious effect on viability of RAW264.7. Pretreatment of RAW264.7 with ASX (10 μM) significantly decreased apoptotic cells. TNF-α and IL-6 are pro-inflammatory cytokines that play core roles in the pathological process of sepsis. Our subsequent experiments showed that pre-treatment with ASX (10 μM) significantly decreased TNF-α and IL-6 secretion by LPS-stimulated MPM (Figure 1B and 1C, respectively).

ASX enhances the survival rate of LPS-challenged mice and inhibits the production of IL-6 and TNF-α in mouse serum

Overwhelming production of pro-inflammatory cytokines and mediators leads to tissue damage or death. In this experiment, mice were pre-treated with ASX (100 mg/kg, i.p.) for 1 h, and then injected with LPS (20 mg/kg, i.v.). The results showed that administration of ASX significantly decreased the production of IL-6 and TNF-α in serum in the 4 hours following LPS challenge (Figure 2A and 2B). Moreover, ASX also increased survival rate compared to LPS alone in the 7 days following LPS (Figure 2C).

Figure 1. ASX inhibits LPS-induced secretion of TNF-α and IL-6 in mouse prime macrophage. (A) Cells were incubated with different concentrations of ASX for 24 h. Cell viability was determined by MTT assay. (B, C) Cells were incubated with different concentrations of ASX for 1 h and then stimulated with LPS for 24 h. Secreted TNF-α (B) and IL-6 (C) from the media were measured by ELISA (n = 4 independent experiments, ***P < 0.001, vs vehicle; ###P < 0.001, vs LPS).

Figure 2. ASX enhances the survival rate of LPS-challenged mice and inhibits the production of IL-6 and TNF-α in mouse serum. Male C57BL/6 mice were injected with ASX (100 mg/kg intraperitoneally) or vehicle before LPS injection. Blood was sampled 4 h after LPS injection. (A, B) Serum IL-6 (A) and TNF-α (B) were measured by ELISA. (C) Survival was recorded at different intervals for 7 days. Each group contained 10 mice. Statistical significance was assessed by Log-Rank test and represented as follows (n = 10 independent experiments, ***P < 0.001, vs vehicle; ###P < 0.001, vs LPS).
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To further explore the protective effect of ASX on the sepsis, we also investigated the tissue injury in LPS-challenged mice. Mice were pre-treated with ASX (100 mg/kg, i.p.) for 1 h, and then injected with LPS (20 mg/kg, i.v.) to induce experimental sepsis. The lung samples were collected and examined by using Hematoxylin Eosin (H&E) staining and CD68/TNF-α. Administration of LPS significantly increased inflammatory cell infiltration in lung tissue samples (Figure 3). In the lung, alveolar wall thickness was increased and the number of pulmonary alveoli reduced in LPS-challenged mice compared with controls. Administration of ASX repressed alveolar wall swelling and attenuated the decline in the number of pulmonary alveoli in LPS-challenged mice (Figure 3).

ASX inhibits the MAPK/NF-κB signaling pathway in LPS-induced sepsis and MPM

To elucidate the molecular mechanism underlying the anti-inflammatory action of ASX, we evaluated the MAPK/NF-κB signaling pathway related protein in lung of LPS-induced sepsis and LPS-induced MPM. Together with those results, the degradation of IκB-α and the phosphorylation of ERK1/2, P38 and JNK in lung of LPS-induced sepsis were markedly increased after LPS stimulation (Figures 4A and S2). However, pre-treatment with ASX significantly suppressed LPS-induced degradation of IκB-α and phosphorylation of ERK1/2, P38 and JNK in sepsis. Furthermore, the similar results were also observed in LPS-induced MPM (Figures 4B and S2). As Figure 4C shows, LPS increases the expression of NF-κB p65 in the nuclear. Pretreating with astaxanthin reduces LPS-induced the expression of NF-κB p65 in the nuclear (Figure 4C). To confirm the anti-inflammation action of ASX is NF-κB-dependent in LPS-challenged MPM, we knocked down the expression of NF-κB prior to LPS exposure. Compared with control group, transfection of cells with specific siRNA reduced protein abundance by more than 70% (Figure 4D). Silencing NF-κB down-regulate IL-6 (Figure 4E) and TNF-α (Figure 4F) secretion in LPS-stimulated MPM, while, ASX was not able to reduce LPS-induced secretion of IL-6 (Figure 4E) and TNF-α (Figure 4F) in NF-κB-knockdown MPM.
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ASX attenuated LPS-induced acute lung injury in mice

ALI was induced in mice by intratracheal LPS instillation to further evaluate the protective ability of ASX against LPS-induced acute inflammation in vivo. As shown in Figure 5A, a marked increase in the protein concentration in mice bronchial alveolar lavage fluid (BALF) was observed after LPS (5 mg/kg) instillation, and the increase was significantly inhibited by ASX treatment. The lung wet/dry weight ratio, which is an index of lung edema, was significantly increased in the LPS alone group when compared to both the control saline group and the LPS + ASX group, indicating that ASX also suppressed LPS-induced lung edema (Figure 5B). Recruitment of inflammatory cells into the pulmonary compartment is an important feature of ALI. As shown in Figure 5C, LPS challenge caused a strong increase in the number of total cells in the BALF, while treatment with ASX significantly decreased the numbers of total cells in BALF from ALI mice. MPO activity in tissues is an indicator of neutrophil infiltration. Figure 5D shows that treatment with ASX significantly decreased LPS-induced MPO activity in mice lung tissues. To evaluate the histological changes, mice lung tissues were proceed to hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining (Figure 5E). Mice in the control group exhibited a normal structure of lung tissues under a light microscope, while LPS instillation resulted insignificant pulmonary congestion, infiltration of inflammatory cells, thickening of the alveolar wall, and interstitial edema. These pathological changes induced by LPS were remarkably reduced by ASX treatment. LPS exposure also increased the secretion of inflammatory cytokines such as IL-6 and TNF-α in mice serum, which were all significantly reduced by ASX treatment (Figure 6A, 6B).
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Results were also observed in mice BALF (Figure 6C, 6D). Furthermore, Figure 6E validated the inhibitory effect of ASX against macrophage infiltration into the lung, as evidenced by the reduced CD68 expression in LPS + ASX group. We also observed LPS exposure also increased the production of TNF-α in mice lung tissues, which were significantly reduced by ASX treatment (Figure 6F).

Finally, we investigated whether the pharmacological activity of ASX was associated with its inhibition of MAPK/NF-κB signaling pathway. As shown in Figures 7 and S2, compared with the control group, LPS treatment significantly induced the degradation of IkB-α and the phosphorylation of ERK1/2, P38 and JNK in mouse lung tissues, while ASX administration reduced the level of degradation of IkB-α and phosphorylation of ERK1/2, P38 and JNK. These data indicate that ASX exerts an anti-inflammatory and anti-ALI activity in LPS-induced mice lungs.

Discussion and conclusion

Acute inflammatory diseases remain the main cause of death in intensive care units worldwide and still lack an effective therapy in clinical treatments. Steroidal and nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs have been found to be therapeutically limited in the treatment of sepsis and ALI [23, 24]. More than 30 pharmaceutical candidates for the treatment of sepsis have been developed or are currently in the developmental stage [25, 26]; however, most treatments brought to clinical use have failed because of the complicated nature of sepsis, which remains the most common cause of death in intensive care units [27, 28]. Therefore, there is an urgent need to find novel and effective therapeutic approaches for sepsis.

One potential approach to treating and preventing septic shock and its associated diseases is the intervention of the NF-κB-mediated inflammatory response [29, 30]. LPS is presented to TLR4/MD2 complex via the LPS-binding protein and CD14. The formation of the TLR4/MD2/LPS complex leads to the phosphorylation of MAPK and activates the downstream NF-κB. Both TLR4/MD2 and MAPK/NF-κB are essential for the LPS-induced inflammatory response and sepsis. However, the clinical trials of TAK-242, a TLR4-specific inhibitor, have failed to treat severe sepsis and related respiratory disease in patients [27]. In addition, blocking TLRs can lead to severe side effects, “inappropriate” immune responses, such as allergic Th2 responses, or immunologic tolerance [31, 32]. On the other hand, many compounds inhibit NF-κB in a variety of ways, showing treatment or relief of lung inflammation. It suggests that it may be a target for drug treatment of acute inflammatory response.
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Recently, some natural active compounds that do not contain the structure of lipid A or fatty acids have been found to be able to anti-inflammatory effect. These small molecules, such as kaempferol, quercetin, and rutin, inhibit directly to the MAPK, and block the activation of NF-κB, resulting in the prevention of pro-inflammatory signaling and septic shock. Although their specificities for targeting other proteins remain to be defined, these natural compounds provide us the important information for the discovery of new anti-inflammatory agent.

Excessive expression of the pro-inflammatory cytokines, TNF-α and IL-6, characterize the initial phase of acute inflammatory disease [33]. They rapidly initiate a systemic inflammatory response leading to stimulation of an adaptive immune response and a cytokine storm [34, 35]. As shown in Figure 1, we investigated the effect of ASX on LPS-induced TNF-α and IL-6 production using macrophages in non-cytotoxic doses. We found that ASX reduced production of both TNF-α and IL-6 in LPS-stimulated MPM (Figure 1). Similar findings were observed for the pro-inflammatory cytokines, TNF-α and IL-6 in the animal model (Figure 2A and 2B). Therefore, we proved that ASX inhibited the inflammatory process in LPS-induced MPM and animal model by reducing the expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines. Furthermore, we examined whether ASX affected the death rate in LPS-induced sepsis. Treatment with ASX markedly increased the survival of LPS-challenged mice (Figure 2). As lung tissues might be injured from the severe inflammatory response induced by LPS, we investigated the protective effects of ASX on lung tissues. ASX (100 mg/kg intraperitoneally) decreased alveolar wall swelling and lessened
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**Figure 6.** ASX attenuated the inflammatory response in LPS-induced acute lung injury. (A, B) ASX inhibits LPS-induced secretion of IL-6 (A) and TNF-α (B) in mice serum. (C, D) ASX inhibits the production of IL-6 (C) and TNF-α (D) induced by LPS in mouse BALF. (E, F) Representative immunohistochemical staining for CD68 and quantitative analysis. ASX exhibited the inhibitory effect against macrophage infiltration. (G, H) Representative immunohistochemical staining for TNF-α and quantitative analysis. ASX inhibits the production of TNF-α in mice lung tissue (n = 10 independent experiments, ***P < 0.001, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, ##P < 0.01, vs vehicle; ###P < 0.001, ##P < 0.01, vs LPS).
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Figure 3. ASX inhibits the MAPK/NF-κB signaling pathway in LPS-induced acute lung injury. Samples of lung tissue were harvested 6h after LPS injection and total proteins were extracted to detect the phosphorylation of JNK, ERK1/2, and P38 and the degradation of IκB (n = 10 independent experiments).

In conclusion, we found that ASX exerted significant protective effects against LPS-induced acute inflammatory disease by the expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines through the MAPK/NF-κB signaling pathway. ASX may also protect against LPS-induced tissue damage and enhance the survival rate of LPS-challenged mice. Our results provide evidence that ASX might be a potential agent for the treatment of acute inflammatory disease.
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**Figure S1.** ASX significantly decreased LPS-induced apoptotic cells in Raw264.7. Cells were incubated with different concentrations of ASX for 1 h and treated with LPS (500 ng/ml) for 24 h. Cell viability was determined by MTT assay.

**Analysis for Figure 4A**

**Analysis for Figure 4B**

**Analysis for Figure 7**

**Figure S2.** Quantification of the immunoblots for Figures 4A, 4B and 7.
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Figure S3. Original images for all relevant western blots in Figure 4A.

Analysis for Figure 4B

Figure S4. Original images for all relevant western blots in Figure 4B-D.
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Figure S5. Original images for all relevant western blots in Figure 7.